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Combine wild attire with this firm fundraising favourite. Tasty treats people have conjured 
up in the past include panda face biscuits and a stripy tiger. Offer a % of the sales to WWF! 
 

 

Quiz nights (or afternoons) are always a popular way of bringing in some extra money and 
get lots of customers through your doors! Have a round dedicated to a wild question theme. 
 

 

Keep it simple with a counter top game such as the old favourite of guessing the number of 
sweets in the jar, asking customers to donate and make a guess, to be in with the chance of 
winning the contents. Another example is the famous lemon game. Simply place a glass jar 
filled with water on your counter and float a raw uncut lemon on top. Customers try to 
balance a coin on the lemon to be in with a chance of winning half the proceeds that end up 
at the bottom!  
 

 

Host a local produce afternoon, or maybe a cheese & wine night! Reach out to local suppliers 
to provide stock and ask for a donation from customers to attend.  
 

 

Maybe you could organise a board games tournament for all the family to come and enjoy at 
your venue. Ask for tables to donate to use a board game for the hour. Or maybe take things 
up a notch by utilising your pool table or darts board and let the serious competition begin! 
 

 

If you’re able to host live music, ask a local group to perform for the night with donations for 
entry supporting Wear It Wild. Or how about a karaoke evening with animal theme songs 
such as ‘Wild Thing’ or ‘Eye of the Tiger’! Animals ears for performers optional… 
 

 

For a quieter activity, maybe look to host a poetry or reading afternoon. Ask a local author to 
come in for a reading session, asking customers to donate to listen. Or why not host a 
reading corner for children with a childhood classis such as ‘The Tiger Who Came To Tea’!   


